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COACH PITCH PLAY 
 
Coach Pitch Play is intended as an instructional league to prepare players for the next 
level of play – Player Pitch.  Coaches should be continually working towards increasing 
a player’s skill level AND baseball knowledge.  Players should have at least one year of 
Tee Ball experience or be in first grade.   
 
Examples of baseball knowledge would include rules for batting (3 strikes or 4 balls), 3 
outs in an inning, force plays, flyball outs, overrunning bases.  Examples of baseball 
skills would include proper technique for throwing and catching, consistently throwing 
and catching a ball from a distance of 30-40 ft and hitting live pitching. 
 
 
Practices  
 
Coaches should work off of Little League’s Coach Pitch 12-week Program.  It is 
understood that in Vermont these programs are maybe half this length, but it will serve 
as a useful guide to help players progress throughout the season and prepare for the 
next level of baseball.  It is recommended to review this program with parents should 
also work with their children to help them grow their skills.   
 
 
Game Play   

1. Games should last 90 minutes or 4 innings of play, whichever comes first.  
2. Coaches shall pitch to their own players and back up their own catcher to 

retrieve balls to keep the game moving along.  There should also be at least 
one coach in the dugout at all times and a defensive coach in the field.  
Defensive coaches can assist players in the field verbally, but should not be 
fielding or retrieving balls.   

3. Stoppage of play by coaches to instruct players is encouraged, but should not 
continually occur resulting in delaying the progress of the game. 

4. Coaches shall pitch to their own players and always pitch from the mound or 
dirt area of the mound, but no closer.  Tees shall not be used in this level of 
play during games.  

5. Each inning shall end following 1 of 3 scenarios; 3 outs are made, one full 
rotation through the batting order, or 5 runs are scored. 

6. To move the game along and provide experience at each position, players 
shall rotate one position each inning.  Catcher goes to pitcher, pitcher to 1st, 
1st to 2nd, and so on…  All players should be in the field while on defense.   

7. Every effort should be made to locate players in the appropriate fielding 
positions for the infield. It is recommended that infielders be located on or 
near the infield grass.  Outfielders should be located at the back of the infield 
dirt.   

8. Batting order should be mixed up each game to allow equitable batting 
opportunities for each player throughout the year. 
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9. At bats shall end with a hit into fair territory, a walk, or 3 swinging strikes.  
However, if a batter chooses not to swing, they shall not receive more than 5 
hittable pitches. 

10. Baserunners shall not lead off or advance on a passed ball to the catcher.  If 
a fielded ball is overthrown, players shall only advance one base.   

11. Baserunners may advance as many bases as possible when a ball is batted 
into fair territory.  Baserunners may not advance once the ball thrown back to 
the coach pitcher. 

12. OR If the ball is hit into the outfield (reaches the outfield grass), the runners 
may advance until the ball is returned to the infield. Runners may then only 
advance to the base to which they were running when the ball is returned to 
the infield.  A ball is returned to the infield when (a) a fielder carries the ball 
from the outfield grass to the infield diamond (dirt or grass), or (b) a fielder 
throws the ball and it lands on the ground or is touched by any player in the 
infield diamond (dirt or grass). If the infield diamond is not marked or cut out, 
the outfield grass shall be approximately 15 feet beyond the base paths. 

13. Time is out when (a) any runner has stopped because a fielder has control of 
the ball, either at the base occupied by a runner or the next base, or (b) the 
pitcher (player) has possession of the ball in the pitcher’s circle. 

 
 
Resources:  
http://www.dsll.org/Page.asp?n=44967 
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